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By Pat Shand

Joe Books Ltd, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Tony Stark
isn t a man who enjoys relaxing, but a weekend getaway with Pepper Potts is too appealing to say
no to. The downtime is short lived, though, as Maria Hill, the director of S.H.I.E.L.D, crashes the
party, bringing with her information about a twenty-foot tall alien robot unlike anything scientists
have ever seen. Having learned of the alien technology, Count Luchino Nefaria sees the potential to
turn the robot into a weapon that serves Nefaria s own purposes. He recruits the Ghost to steal the
robot, but when the alien technology is brought out of its dormant mode, it turns out to be too
much for even one of Earth s most skilled hackers. Iron Man is overwhelmed, the Ghost is under the
robot s control, and Nefaria is in over his head. With little time and even less help, Iron Man calls on
War Machine and Rescue to prepare one last stand against an alien technology focused on one
simple mission: the complete destruction of mankind. Penned by veteran comic book and fantasy
writer Pat Shand, Iron Man: Mutually Assured Destruction sends Iron Man...
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Comprehensive manual! Its this sort of excellent read through. We have read through and i also am certain that i will going to read through once more
again later on. You wont sense monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you question me).
-- Pr of . Ger a ldine Mona ha n-- Pr of . Ger a ldine Mona ha n

Most of these ebook is the ideal publication available. It really is rally fascinating throgh looking at period. I am just easily could possibly get a enjoyment of
reading through a created pdf.
-- Dr . Lilly Nola n-- Dr . Lilly Nola n
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